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Abstract

The growth of yellowfin tuna has been the subject of considerable research efforts since the early

1960s. Most studies support a complex two-stanza growth pattern with a sharp acceleration depart-

ing from the von Bertalanffy growth curve used for most fish populations. This growth pattern has

been assumed to result from a combination of physiological, ecological and behavioral factors but

the role and contribution of each of them have not been addressed yet. We developed a bioenergetic

model for yellowfin tuna in the context of Dynamic Energy Budget theory to mechanistically rep-

resent the processes governing yellowfin tuna growth. Most parameters of the model were inferred

from Pacific bluefin tuna using body-size scaling relationships while some essential parameters were

estimated from biological data sets collected in the Indian Ocean. The model proved particularly

suitable for reproducing the data collected during the Pacific yellowfin tuna farming experience con-

ducted by the Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission at the Achotines Laboratory in Panama.

In addition, model predictions appeared in agreement with knowledge of the biology and ecology

of wild yellowfin tuna. We used our model to explore through simulations two major assumptions

that might explain the existence of growth stanzas observed in wild yellowfin tuna: (i) a lower

food supply during juvenile stage in relation with high intra- and inter-species competition and (ii)

ontogenetic changes in food diet. Our results show that both assumptions are plausible although

none of them is self-sufficient to explain the intensity of growth acceleration observed in wild In-

dian Ocean yellowfin tuna, suggesting that the two factors may act in concert. Our study shows

that the yellowfin growth pattern is likely due to behavioral changes triggered by the acquisition

of physiological abilities and anatomical traits through ontogeny that result in a major change in

intensity of schooling and in a shift in the biotic habitat and trophic ecology of this commercially

important tuna species.
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1. Introduction

Yellowfin tuna (Thunnus albacares; YFT) is an epipelagic species widely distributed in the tropical

and subtropical waters of the world’s major oceans [52]. Owing to its high value as food source,

YFT supports important commercial and recreational fisheries. With an annual global catch of

about 1.3 million tonnes in the last decade, it ranks among the world’s ten most harvested marine5

species [15]. At global scale, YFT has recently been assessed as Near Threatened following the

Red list criteria of the International Union for Conservation of Nature [6], while the assessments

of the status of its four oceanic stocks conducted within the tuna Regional Fisheries Management

Organizations indicate that overfishing currently occurs in the Indian Ocean [28].
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For assessment and management purpose, growth of wild YFT has been the subject of considerable

research efforts since the 1960s through analysis of mark-recapture data, size frequency distribution

of commercial fishery catches and ageing from calcified and bony structures [67, 9, 78]. YFT growth

varies between ocean basins and regions and shows in some areas some complex pattern that de-

parts from the traditional von Bertalanffy growth curve used for most fish stocks [52]. In particular,15

some growth studies conducted in the Atlantic, Indian and Western-Central Pacific Oceans support

a two-stanza growth pattern with a sharp acceleration in growth rate at about 60-65 cm fork length

[23, 36, 11, 14].

The complex growth pattern observed in some populations of YFT has been assumed to result from20

a combination of physiological, ecological and behavioral factors but the role and contribution of

each of them have not been addressed yet [18, 2, 22, 11]. A better understanding of these mech-

anisms is essential to assess the plasticity of YFT growth and eventually strengthen the scientific

advice on the stock status and improve the overall quality of current stock assessments.
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We investigated the factors governing the growth of YFT with a bioenergetic model that covers

the different post-metamorphic life stages of the Indian Ocean YFT within the framework of the

Dynamic Energy Budget (DEB) theory [35]. DEB theory has already proven successful to study

growth and reproduction of a large range of marine taxa [75, 70, 53, 21] and more recently to

study the dynamics of populations and ecosystems [45, 55, 44]. Other bioenergetic approaches30

are available but they are generally specific to a particular life stage and unsuitable for modelling

the changes between distinct life stages [26, 49]. In contrast, the DEB theory provides a powerful

conceptual framework to describe the lifelong growth in relation to other physiological requirements,

such as metabolism and body internal maintenance, development and reproduction, as a function
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of environmental food conditions and organism state [35, 21].35

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Data sources

We collected data sets from the literature for both wild and farmed YFT to compare the outputs

of the bioenergetic model with morphometric, ageing and reproduction observations.

2.1.1. Wild Indian Ocean yellowfin tuna40

For wild YFT, we considered a length-at-age data set collected throughout the Regional Tuna Tag-

ging Project (RTTP), a large scale mark-recapture program conducted in the Western Indian Ocean

between 2005-2007, and the West Sumatra Tuna Tagging Project (WSTTP), a tagging program

conducted off the western Indonesian coast in August 2007 [1, 48]. All lengths were measured with

a measuring board to the nearest 0.1 cm in fork length (LF ), i.e. the projected straight distance45

measured from the tip of the upper jaw to the shortest caudal ray. Fish ages were estimated from

readings of saggital otoliths collected from (i) 128 YFT caught through the RTTP and measuring

between 43-72 cm LF at tagging and 47.9-135.4 cm LF at recapture, (ii) 18 fish caught through

the WSTTP measuring between 19-29 cm LF , (iii) 35 fish, including 7 females, collected from

2008-2009 at the Indian Ocean Tuna Ltd. cannery and measuring between 31-147.5 cm LF [47, 64].50

Otoliths were prepared for age analysis and read at the ”Laboratoire de Sclérochronologie des An-

imaux Aquatiques” (Brest, France) following the method described by Stéquert [72]. The number

of otolith growth increments was counted repeatedly for different otolith sections [47, 64]. The ages

were estimated from these counts using an ageing error model that explicitly accounts for process

and interpretation errors in otolith readings [10].55

We also considered length-weight measurements from defrosted YFT caught in the whole Indian

Ocean basin. Fork length was measured with a caliper to the nearest 0.1 cm and total weight was

measured with a scale to the nearest 0.1 kg [4]. The data set included: (i) 5,089 fish from the

Indian Ocean Tuna Ltd. cannery caught during 2005-2012 (66-165 cm LF , 5.8-87.5 kg) and (ii) 10060

additional fish collected in 2010-2013, of which 35 females (54.7-148.2 cm LF , 3.4-61.5 kg) and 65

individuals whose sex was indeterminate (29-61 cm LF , 0.4-4.1 kg).

Finally, we used a data set of batch fecundity, i.e. number of eggs released per batch, derived from

gravimetric method applied to 40 YFT females in the size range 79-146.9 cm LF that were collected65

on board commercial purse seiners in the western Indian Ocean during 2009-2010 [79]. The batch

fecundity varied from 0.32 million to 6.91 million eggs with a mean of 3.07 million eggs.
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2.1.2. Farmed Pacific yellowfin

We used data from YFT farming experiment conducted by the Inter-American Tropical Tuna

Commission (IATTC) in Achotines Laboratory in the Republic of Panama [76]. This experiment70

lasted over 3 years and involved 55 YFT (53% females, 46% males) caught in the coastal waters

of the northwest Panama Bight, in 1996 and 1998, and then transferred in a broodstock YFT

tank. The tank was filled with seawater and semi-open to ocean, thus the temperature and salinity

in tank were influenced by the seasonal fluctuations in ocean upwelling and rainfall. During the

experiment, daily temperatures in tank ranged from 20.1 to 29.7◦C with an average of 27.5◦C. YFT75

were fed once per day with one of five prey species whose caloric values were calculated based on

metabolizable energy values of protein (17.7 kJ.g−1) and lipid (33.5 kJ.g−1). The length and wet

weight of fish were measured at the time of the transfer in the tank and at their death. The food

daily rations (FDR, % body wet weight day) are also available from the literature [76]. They were

calculated as the ratio between the wet weight of ingested food and the wet weight of an individual80

at each time step t of the simulation, i.e. 1 day. A food conversion ratio (FCR) was estimated as

the ratio between the wet weight of ingested food on increasing biomass over given times intervals

of 12–103 days for a constant number of YFT.

2.2. Description of the yellowfin tuna DEB model

2.2.1. State variables and dynamics85

The yellowfin life cycle includes five different stages: embryo, larva, early juvenile, juvenile and

adult. In this study, we implemented a bioenergetic model based on DEB theory [35] that only

describes three life stages of YFT: early juvenile, juvenile and adult. This model was focused on

an individual fish defined by four state variables: reserve (E in J), structural length (LV in cm),

maturation (EH in J) and reproduction (ER in J). Instead of the dynamics of the reserve E, we90

followed the dynamics of the scaled reserve density e which is driven by the dynamics of E. The

scaled reserve density e = [E]/[Em] is a dimensionless quantity where [E] = E/L3
V is the reserve

density and [Em] represents the maximum reserve density.

The four state variables and the parameters used are described in the Table 2. The dynamics of95

the state variables (Figure 1) are controlled by various energy fluxes varying with size and body

temperature (Table 3). The energy derived from ingested food is directly assimilated into the re-

serve (ṗA). From there, the energy is mobilized according to the κ-rule. A constant fraction (κ)

is allocated to somatic maintenance (ṗS) and growth (ṗG), with priority for somatic maintenance.

The rest is allocated to maturity maintenance (ṗJ) and maturation or reproduction in adults (ṗR),100

with priority for maturity maintenance. Maturation explicitly refers to the fish development and

the transitions from one stage to another occur for defined maturity thresholds, EeH from early
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juvenile to juvenile and EpH from juvenile to fully developed adult.

The beginning of the juvenile stage is marked by the acquisition of thermoconservation ability, a105

notable property of most tuna species compared to other fish species [5]. From about 20 cm LF ,

YFT is able to raise the temperature in some parts of its body above the seawater temperature by

the storage of the metabolic heat through vascular heat exchanger systems [77, 68]. We assumed

that the thermoconservation ability of YFT involved energetic costs proportional to the square of

structural length. The initiation of the thermoconservation ability occurs as a point in time once110

EH reaches EeH (Eq. D2 in Table 2). This assumption slightly simplifies the model compared to

the DEB-based model developed for Pacific Bluefin tuna (Thunnus orientalis) which considered a

gradual increase of the energetic costs associated with regional endothermy [31].

Once at the adult stage, the maturity level does not increase any further and the fish stores energy115

in a reproduction buffer throughout the year. During a spawning season, the energy stored in the

reproduction buffer is converted to eggs according to species-specific handling rules. Two spawning

seasons are observed, a main season from November to March and a second minor period in June-

July [73, 79]. As observed for Pacific YFT, we considered that spawning is triggered when water

temperature reaches 24◦C and ends above 28◦C [29, 40]. Spawning was considered to occur almost120

daily from December-March and June-July and for seawater temperatures between 24◦C and 28◦C

when the reproduction buffer contains sufficient energy to produce a batch.

Consistent with the multiple batch spawning behaviour of YFT, the energy stored in reproduction

buffer is released through several batches with an increasing energy requirement per batch as fish125

grows. The energy required to produce one batch (EB in J) includes the energy content of eggs

and energy losses to convert the energy of reproduction buffer into yolk material:

EB =
[EB ]L3

V

κR
(1)

where [EB ] is the energy density of one batch (J.cm−3). The number of eggs released per batch

(NB) can be estimated from the energy requirement per batch and the energy content of one egg

(E0) following:130

NB =
EB
E0

(2)

where E0 was estimated to have a mean value of 1.295 J based on the mean dry weight of an egg of

captive yellowfin (about 0.043 mg; [40]) and the lipid contents of the eggs of wild Atlantic bluefin

tuna (Thunnus thynnus) and bonito (Sarda sarda) estimated to be 7.953 J.mg−1, i.e. 26.4% of the

total caloric value of a freshly spawned egg or approximately 20% of its dry mass [51].
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2.2.2. Forcing variables

Consistent with DEB theory, two forcing variables were considered, the body temperature T (K)

and the food density X (J.m−3). Body temperature affects all the metabolic fluxes including the

maximum assimilation {ṗAm}, the somatic maintenance rates [ṗM ] and {ṗT } as well as v̇ and k̇J .

The values of those rates fluctuate within a species-specific tolerance range as described by the140

Arrhenius relationship. Let k̇(T ), the value of a metabolic rate k̇ at any temperature T (K), TA

the species-specific Arrhenius temperature (K) and T1 a chosen reference temperature (K):

k̇(T ) = k̇(T1) exp

(
TA
T1
− TA

T

)
(3)

The food density is converted into ingestion according to a Holling type II scaled functional response,

a dimensionless quantity defined as:

f =
X

X +Xk
(4)

Xk, the half-saturation constant, is the food density for which the ingestion rate is half its maximum145

value [35].

2.2.3. Link between state variables and fishery observations

The DEB state variables cannot be measured directly, only indirectly with additional assumptions

to relate these state variables with the observations such as length, weight and fecundity. The150

structural length LV is related to the physical length expressed in fork length LF (cm) using the

species-specific shape coefficient δj :

LF =
LV
δj

(5)

The wet weight WW (g) has contributions from structure WV , reserve WE and also from reproduc-

tion buffer for adults WER
and it expresses as follows:

WW = WV +WE +WER
= dV L

3
V +

E + ER
ρE

(6)

where dV is the density of the structural volume (g.cm−3) and ρE is the energy content per gram155

of reserve or reproduction buffer.

We also define the reproductive investment IR as the ratio between the weight of reproduction

buffer and the wet weight of fish. This latter provides information on the weight losses due to the

spawning activity.160

IR = 100× WER

WW
= 100× ER

dV ρEL3
V + E + ER

(7)
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2.3. Model calibration

Body-size scaling relationships provide rules for how primary parameters vary among phylogenet-

ically related species [35]. The intensive parameters are related to biochemical processes and they

are assumed roughly invariant among related species, while the extensive parameters ({ṗAm} and

maturity thresholds) depend on maximum size [35, 50]. Thus, the extensive parameters can be165

directly adjusted using a zoom factor z defined as the ratio of the maximum structural length of

species of interest to that of the reference species.

Our model is very close to the model developed for Pacific Bluefin Tuna (PBT) [31], with a slight

difference in the energetic process related to the acquisition of thermoconservation ability. In170

both models, this acquisition resulted in an additional energy cost which gradually increases from

metamorphosis until the end of the early juvenile stage for Jusup et al. [31] while this additional

cost appears at the end of the early juvenile stage in our model. Thus, the parameters of adult PBT

were used as a first approximation of primary parameters. First, the body-size scaling relationships

were used to infer the values of the surface-area specific maximum assimilation rate {ṗAm} and the175

maturity thresholds EjH , EeH and EpH from those of PBT. Under constant food and temperature

conditions, the maximum structural length can be related to the physical asymptotic length LF∞ .

Thus, the maximum structural length of YFT was estimated from an asymptotic length fixed to

200 cm LF as follows:

Lm =
δjLF∞
f

(8)

Then the shape parameter δj , the structural volume density dV and the weight-energy coupler ρE ,180

can be estimated from the length-weight relationship of juveniles. As juveniles do not store energy

for reproduction, the wet weight (WW ) can be expressed from the physical length and the reserve

density [E] = E/L3
V (J.cm−3) as follows:

WW =

(
δ3jL

3
F

(
dV +

[E]

ρE

))
(9)

This length-weight relationship was fitted to data of wild immature YFT including 87 fish mea-

suring 29-61 cm and weighing 0.39-4.2 kg in a Bayesian framework. Without prior knowledge, an185

uninformative inverse gamma distributions was assigned to [E]. dV was assigned a normal distri-

bution centered on 1. δj was assumed to vary according to a beta prior distribution between 0

and 1. ρE was fixed such that the ratio of ρE to δj was the same as in Jusup et al. [31]. The

parameters estimate was based on sampling approach of Markov Chain Monte Carlo simulations

as implemented in OpenBugs version 3.2.1 [71]. Three MCMC chains of 100,000 samples, thinned190

to one draw every 1000th sample, were used to estimate the parameters. The convergence to the
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stationary posterior distribution was assessed by the Gelman-Rubin diagnostic from the second half

of MCMC simulation sample [24].

The Arrhenius temperature TA was deduced from the value of the van’t Hoff coefficient Q10 es-195

timated for juveniles Pacific YFT, i.e. 1.65 at 18-24◦C and 1.67 at 24-30◦C [8]. The Q10 is a

correcting factor applied to metabolic rates for every 10◦C increase in temperature. For any body

temperature T , Q10 and TA are related according to the following relationship:

Q10 = exp

(
10TA

T (T + 10)

)
(10)

The maturity thresholds, EjH , EeH and EpH were adjusted such that the corresponding physical

lengths are consistent with available knowledge from literature. The metamorphosis of YFT occurs200

at about 13 mm standard length (SL) [32], the end of early juvenile stage corresponds to a size of

20 cm LF [77] and the puberty to a size close to 75 cm LF [79].

Finally, the energy density for a single batch [EB ] was estimated from the relationship between the

fork length and the batch fecundity observed for wild YFT.205

2.4. Model validation using simulation

Different simulations were performed to assess the model suitability. Firstly, the model was used

to simulate the growth in length, the length-weight relationship, the food daily ration (FDR) and

the food conversion ratio (FCR). The simulation outputs were then compared to the observations

described in the study of Wexler et al. [76]. The FDR (% body wet weight per day) was calculated210

as the ratio between wet weight of ingested food WX and the wet weight of an individual WW at

each time step of the simulation, i.e. 1 day. At any time t:

FDR = 100× WXt

WWt

(11)

The FCR was calculated as the ratio between the wet weight of ingested food and increased wet

weight of an individual over time interval of 1 day ignoring the weight of the reproduction buffer:

FCR =
WXt−1

(Wvt +WEt)− (Wvt−1 +WEt−1)
(12)

The wet weight of ingested food at time t was calculated using the following equation:215

WXt
=
f{ṗAm}L2

vt

κXρX
(13)

ρX is the energy content of 1 g of food estimated from the caloric value of prey given in Wexler et al.
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[76]. As the prey provided to farmed YFT for a given day was not specified, three values illustrating

the range of possible levels in terms of energy were used for ρX . These values corresponded to the

most energetic species (6471 J.g−1), the less energetic species (2980 J.g−1) and the mean (4910

J.g−1).220

This first simulation was performed for a constant food density expressed through a scaled functional

response f = 0.925 and for body temperatures considered equivalent to the daily temperatures in

the experimental tank [76]. The age and length at the experiment start were considered as initial

conditions, i.e. an age of 395 days and a length of 53 cm LF from which we deduced a structural225

length LV = 13.53 cm and a maturity level EH = 2, 460, 526 J.

The seasonal reproductive investment (IR, Eq. 7) was explored with another simulation. This

latter simulation was run under constant body temperature of 27◦C and constant food density

(f = 0.925) from metamorphosis to fish death. The initial state of the system agreed with the fish230

state at metamorphosis, i.e. a maturity level EjH , age of 30 days and fork length of 1.3 cm from

which we deduced a structural length of 0.33 cm.

Both simulations were performed with a 1-day time step using the dde function, a numerical solver

for delay differential equations implemented in the PBSddesolve package [7] of the R software [61].235

2.5. Investigating eco-physiological factors behind the growth stanzas

In this section, we investigated through simulations two main assumptions that could explain the

growth stanzas observed in wild YFT: (i) a decrease of competition for food resource due to change

in schooling behavior and (ii) a change in food diet due to habitat change in relation with the

improvement of some physiological traits. For both assumptions, the growth in length was simulated240

with a 1-day time step, under constant temperature of 27◦C from metamorphosis to fish death. The

average annual growth rates by 10 cm size-class, from 20 to 90 cm, were computed and compared to

those of wild Indian Ocean YFT as estimated by Dortel et al. [11] with otolith data and otolith and

length-frequency data. The relative root mean square error (RMSE), a normalized indicator that

measures the discrepancy between the average annual growth rates simulated (r∗) and estimated245

for wild Indian Ocean YFT (r) was used:

RMSE =

√
(r∗ − r)2
r∗

(14)

2.5.1. Competition for food resource

Juveniles of YFT form mixed schools with juveniles of bigeye and skipjack under floating objects

such as the fish aggregating devices (FADs) deployed in purse seine fisheries to increase fishing
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success [20]. Within the schools, the inter- and intra-species competition for food resource is250

assumed to be strong which could result in lower food intake by young YFT as compared to adults

[58, 25, 65]. In our simulations, this was expressed by a lower value of food density modeled through

a lower scaled functional response below 70 cm LF which corresponds to the size at which YFT

leave the schools associated with floating objects [20]. Two functional responses, fj and fp for

juvenile and adult stages, respectively, were defined such that fj < fp and the effect of an abrupt255

transition from fj to fp was investigated. Four values of fj were tested, 0.8, 0.825, 0.85 and 0.875,

for a value of fp fixed to 0.925.

2.5.2. Food diet change

In the Indian Ocean, YFT feed on a wide variety of epipelagic and mesopelagic fish, crustaceans

and cephalopods and their diet varies according to size and foraging depth [39, 59, 80]. Adult YFT260

are dispersed over a wider geographical area covering deeper and colder waters and, contrary to

juveniles, they can dive below the thermocline to forage [66]. Thus, juveniles might have access to a

range of prey which might be not as nutritious as for adults. This was expressed in our simulations

through a lower surface-area specific maximum assimilation rate for YFT smaller than 60 cm LF ,

the minimum size of fish exhibiting deep dives [66]. Two assimilation rates, {ṗAm}j and {ṗAm}p,265

were defined for juveniles ans adults respectively such that {ṗAm}j < {ṗAm}p and the effect on

growth of an abrupt transition from {ṗAm}j to {ṗAm}p was investigated. We considered two values

of {ṗAm}j , 3900 and 4000 J.day−1.cm−2, for a value of {ṗAm}p fixed to 4370 J.day−1.cm−2.

3. Results

3.1. Validation of a reference DEB model for yellowfin tuna270

The reference DEB model successfully reproduced the growth in length and the length-weight

relationship observed for farmed Pacific YFT as described in the study of Wexler et al. [76]. Fur-

thermore, the observed values of FDR and FCR were well within the simulated range (Figure 2).

Thus, the set of parameters, some of which were derived from PBT [31], appeared suitable to assess

the effects of variations in the quantity and quality of food on YFT growth (Table 1).275

From the length-weight relationship for immature YFT, the value of dV was estimated to be signif-

icantly higher than 1 (Table 4). This is in agreement with the observation that tuna have a higher

density than seawater [38]. The value of ρE was found to be lower than for PBT, reflecting a lower

energetic value for YFT due to a lower mass of red muscle.280

From the Q10 values observed for juvenile YFT in Pacific Ocean, the Arrhenius temperature was

estimated at 4622 ± 207 K. This value was lower than that of PBT estimated at about 5298 K,
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which could indicate that YFT are less sensitive to temperature variations within their temperature

tolerance range, although more temperature data would be required to validate this assumption.285

3.2. Yellowfin growth according to the reference DEB model

For a constant temperature of 27◦C and a constant food density f=0.925, the reference DEB model

forecasted particularly fast growth until the end of the early juvenile stage. Then, it predicted a

Von Bertalanffy type growth. Regarding wild Indian YFT, the model appeared suitable for adult

growth but overestimated juvenile growth (Figure 3.A). The puberty was reached at a length of290

abour 75 cm corresponding to an age of 1.4 years. The evolution of weight relative to length was

higher than expected, which may indicate a too high level of food density (Figure 3.B).

The energy stored in the reproduction buffer was also converted in weight to determine the seasonal

reproductive investment. This latter increased with fish size up to 27.8% of total body wet weight295

for fish of 89 kg (150 cm LF ) and then slightly decreased to 25.9% of body wet weight (Figure 4).

3.3. Effect of food density

A decrease in food supply during the juvenile stage resulted in lower growth rates, from 20% to

60% depending on the f values. For a value between 0.825 and especially 0.85, the model predicted

a two-stanza growth which better captured the juvenile growth, leading to 52-71% and 81-87%300

decrease in RMSE values between 30-70 cm compared to the reference model (Table 5). But as

shown in Figure 5.A, the model underestimated the magnitude of growth acceleration. The age at

puberty increased at 1.83, 2.11, 2.5 and 3.14 years for a decrease in f from 0.875 to 0.8, while the

fork length at puberty remained almost constant and varied around 74.9 cm.

3.4. Effect of prey quality305

A reduced energy intake in young YFT led to an average decrease in the growth rate of 37% and

29% for {ṗAm}j values of 3900 and 4000 J.day−1.cm−2 respectively. For both values, the model

was able to capture the juvenile growth, as shown by the 66-72% and 86-87% decrease in RMSE

values between 30-60 cm (Table 5), but it underestimated the magnitude of growth acceleration

(Figure 5.B). The predicted age and fork length at puberty were 2.2 years for 74.79 cm and 1.96310

years for 74.77 cm for {ṗAm}j values of 3900 and 4000 J.day−1.cm−2 respectively.

4. Discussion

We formulated a bioenergetic model covering the juvenile and adult stages of YFT in the context

of Dynamic Energy Budget theory. Some essential parameters of the model were estimated with

Bayesian analysis from morphometric, age, and reproduction data sets collected from YFT sampled315

in the Indian Ocean while other parameters were derived from the DEB model developed for PBT
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[31]. Our results show that both lower food availability in the juvenile stage and ontogenetic changes

in food diet characterized by the consumption of more energetic prey in older fish can explain the

complex two-stanza growth observed in wild but not captive YFT. Both assumptions could explain

the growth acceleration observed in wild YFT but none of them was self-sufficient to reflect the level320

of change observed. We thus assumed that the observed acceleration resulted from a combination

of both processes.

4.1. Yellowfin DEB model

DEB theory allows to describe continuously growth and reproduction over the organism lifespan

[50]. Hence, DEB theory appeared as a particularly suitable framework for the study of YFT325

growth throughout different life stages. However, the experimental data currently available on

YFT physiology are insufficient for estimating a comprehensive set of parameters. It was however

possible to benefit from the work on PBT through the use of the body-size scaling relationships

[35, 54]. Under these relationships, YFT and PBT have similar metabolic and physiological pro-

cesses and the differences between the two species would mainly result to lower energy assimilation330

for YFT. This assumption may not be quite accurate. Indeed, bluefin tuna have greater abilities

for conservation of metabolic heat due to more developed vascular heat exchanger systems and a

higher proportion of red muscle resulting in a more extensive thermal-niche than YFT [3, 68]. As

the internal heat production is scaled with the surface, the surface area-specific maintenance costs,

{ṗT }, are probably lower for YFT. Despite that, the set of parameters approximated from primary335

parameters of PBT has proved particularly suitable for reproducing the experiments on captive

YFT and the model predictions appeared in agreement with the knowledge of the species biology.

In constant conditions of temperature and food, the reference model forecasted particularly fast

initial growth until the end of the early juvenile stage. Then, as was expected for farmed fish, it340

complied with a Von Bertalanffy growth, with relatively high growth rates for juveniles and young

adults which gradually slowed as asymptotic length approaches. The warming ability of tissues

from retention of metabolic heat appears toward the end of the early juvenile stage [68]. According

to our assumption, this ability is associated with an additional somatic maintenance cost and it led

to a change in the energy balance resulting in a growth slowdown.345

Regarding wild YFT, the growth pattern predicted by the reference model was consistent with

the adult growth over 90 cm LF but it overestimated growth in juvenile and pre-adult stages.

Therefore, the puberty was reached at a length of about 75 cm LF , consistent with observations

of length at maturity in the Indian Ocean [75 - 90 cm 62, 79], but at 1.4 years, an earlier age350

than expected by the growth model of Indian Ocean YFT [2.2-2.5 years 11]. By contrast, the pre-

dicted length-weight relationship appeared suitable for juveniles, but the model overestimated the
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weight gain over 100 cm LF , suggesting an excessive weight contribution of the reproduction buffer.

4.2. Growth and population dynamics355

A comparison of the biological parameters used in population dynamics models shows major differ-

ences in growth pattern and rates between the four world stocks of YFT [52]. The plasticity in tuna

growth has generally been attributed to differences in oceanographic parameters (e.g. sea tempera-

ture) and prey availability [e.g. 12] and the environment and oceanic food webs that support YFT

vary substantially across oceans and regions [56]. The availability of data sources and choice of360

estimation method may, however, also modify the growth models and affect our perception of tuna

growth [34].

In the Indian Ocean, historical and recent studies based on multiple data sources support a marked

two-stanza growth pattern with a sharp acceleration in growth rate at about 60-65 cm fork length365

[42, 11, 14]. In the Atlantic Ocean, the two-stanza growth model derived in the early 1990s from

length-frequency data and used for several assessments of the stock status of YFT [23] has been

challenged by direct age estimates from counts of daily growth increments in sagittal otoliths that

support a von Bertalanffy growth curve [69]. Results from otolith reading however appear incon-

sistent with the maximum length of Atlantic YFT and growth rates derived from past tagging370

programs conducted by the International Commission for the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas, call-

ing for further studies integrating information from multiple data sources in this ocean [19]. Recent

mark-recapture data collected in the Atlantic Ocean indicate that tagged fish released with lengths

of less than 65 cm tend to grow slower than expected from a von Bertalanffy model while fish above

65 cm tend to grow faster, a pattern modelled with a Richards growth curve in the most recent375

assessment of Atlantic YFT [27]. As part of the Atlantic Ocean Tropical Tuna Tagging Program,

some work is ongoing to develop an integrated growth model accounting for the new data set col-

lected on YFT growth.

Tropical tuna growth is the major focus of current research in the Pacific Ocean [16]. In the Western-380

Central Pacific Ocean, the growth model used for assessing the stock of YFT predicts a growth

rate slowing between about 40 and 70 cm, similarly to that observed in the Indian Ocean [36, 74].

Changes in configuration of the YFT population model also suggest some regional differences in

estimated growth rates consistently with direct age estimates and mark-recapture experiments [74].

Preliminary results from annual increment counts in otoliths suggest that the degree of two-stanza385

might however be lower than previously considered [17]. In the Eastern Pacific Ocean, the stock

of YFT shows a more classical growth pattern than that observed in the other ocean basins [46].

The ageing technique based on daily increment counts for this stock has however recently been
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challenged [17]. Ongoing research focusing on annual increments in otoliths is expected to shed the

light on the growth of the two stocks of Pacific YFT.390

4.3. Behavioral changes behind the two-stanza growth

According to the experiment of Wexler et al. [76], farmed YFT did not exhibit the growth accel-

eration occurring around 65 cm LF for wild fish. Similarly to the experiment of Achotines, the

growth pattern of YFT held in captivity for several years at the Tuna Research and Conservation

Center (TRCC) in Pacific Grove, California is well described by a von Bertalanffy model [13]. In395

this experiment, YFT were however found to grow significantly slower than those of the IATTC

experiment. These observations supported that the origin of the stanza growth would rather be

behavioral or ecological than physiological. In captivity, the food intake is adjusted to comply with

the nutritional requirements of tunas which do not suffer from competition for food. Thus, the

growth stanza would be caused by a behavioral change related to feeding. Indeed, both assump-400

tions, i.e. a low food availability and the consumption of less energetic prey during the juvenile

stage, led to a two-stanza growth with growth acceleration in relation with behavioral change. For

a decrease in food density X from 54% to 62% or a reduction in the assimilation rates from 8.5%

to 10.75%, the model captured the juvenile growth but the intensity of growth acceleration and

overall adult growth were underestimated. In addition, YFT reached puberty at similar sizes as405

those predicted by the reference model but at older ages, leading to age values in better agreement

with those expected, i.e. between 2.2 and 2.5 years according to the growth curve of Indian Ocean

YFT [11].

Several lines of evidence support low feeding rates for juveniles of YFT when they occur in mixed410

schools associated with drifting objects. In particular, stomach contents analysis point out to a

much higher proportion of empty stomachs for fish caught from associated schools which are signif-

icantly slimmer than YFT caught in free swimming schools [58, 25, 30]. This might be explained

by the high level of intra-species competition and decreased foraging success in YFT when they

occur in large schools [44].415

YFT is an opportunistic species that feeds on a large number of prey categories and trophic studies

underline a change in diet with size as well as the ability of larger YFT to forage in deeper waters

[59, 60]. Firstly, YFT feed mainly on planktonic crustaceans and then, from 50 cm LF , they be-

come essentially piscivorous, with a decline in crustaceans consumption and a strong consumption420

of cephalopods between 80-100 cm [39, 58]. Recent analysis of fatty acids and stable isotopes of

carbon and nitrogen showed some major ontogenetic changes in the diet of Indian Ocean YFT

[65]. In particular, the shift in concentration of neutral fatty acids observed in the liver of YFT
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at around 70-80 cm might reflect the change of habitat from surface to deeper layers where rich-

MUFA prey of YFT such as myctophids and their predators are more abundant [65]. Investigating425

the caloric value of prey found in YFT stomach contents at various size classes would be useful to

quantitatively assess the energetic contribution of each prey group to the ontogenetic changes in diet.

4.4. Variability in YFT growth

Most tuna stock assessments assume a constant individual growth described with some individual430

variability around the mean [34]. Changes in population abundance and environmental conditions

may however affect growth rates over space and time as evidenced for southern bluefin tuna [37, 57].

Growth parameters used for the assessment of Indian Ocean YFT are considered constant over

almost seven decades when the stock has experienced a strong decline in abundance [28] and YFT

fishing grounds have been characterized by major temporal changes in temperature and primary435

productivity [63]. Furthermore, the increasing use of FADs to aggregate juveniles of YFT and

skipjack tuna since the early 1990s might have increased intra and inter-species competition and

led to changes in growth rates [43, 25]. Assessing the influence of FAD density on YFT growth

is very difficult due to the lack of routine monitoring for ageing tunas linked to the high costs

and logistics of sampling and otolith reading. Developing standard ageing procedures across tuna440

RFMOs with otolith reference collections constitutes a first step to monitor changes in age-length

relationships and promote the comparison of tuna growth between oceans [64, 17]. In addition, we

recommend the systematic implementation of comprehensive ageing projects in conjunction with

large-scale tagging programs every five or ten years to track changes in growth rates and better

account for growth variability in the demographic analysis of these socio-economically important445

species.

5. Conclusion & perspectives

Building on the Dynamic Energy Budget modelling framework that mechanistically links the bi-

ology of individual organisms to abiotic drivers [35], our model suggests that the unique growth

pattern observed in wild YFT could stem from a major change in intensity of schooling and as-450

sociative behavior with size, which would substantially modify both the quantity and quality of

food available for maintenance, reproduction and growth. This change would be triggered by the

acquisition of physiological abilities and anatomical traits with age and result in an ontogenetic

shift in the biotic habitat and trophic ecology of YFT. In addition, the intensity of schooling might

depend on population abundance, with higher density resulting in the formation of larger schools455

described by a higher degree of competition [45, 44].
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Next steps of the work will include the development of a comprehensive calibration and sensitivity

analysis to identify the most influential parameters of the model and estimate the ranges of val-

ues driving different shapes of growth curves and the associated age-length keys that are used for460

assessing the status of YFT stocks. To this end, the data collected at TRCC would be useful to

estimate a comprehensive set of parameters as well as to disentangle the relative contributions of

water temperature and low energy diet on the low growth rates of YFT observed at TRCC. More

generally, tuna morphometric and bioenergetic data collected for scientific purpose under controlled

environmental conditions are extremely difficult and costly to obtain [32, 33, 13, 41]. Making such465

valuable information available and accessible (e.g. with standard metadata) would foster their use

as inputs for models and make the most of the data.
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Figures

Figure 1: Conceptual representation of a Dynamic Energy Budget model for yellowfin tuna. Energy fluxes and
parameters are defined in Tables 3 and 1, respectively.
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Figure 2: Comparison of simulation outputs from the DEB model with farmed yellowfin tuna data [grey triangles;
76]: growth in length (A), mean length-weight relationship (B), food daily ration (FDR, C) and food conversion
ratio (FCR, D). To determine the FDR and FCR, different energetic levels of prey were used: minimal (dashed
line), medium (solid line) and maximal (dotted line). Simulation was performed with a constant functional response
of 0.925 and with daily body temperatures equal to the seawater temperature variations in tank (see text for details).
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Figure 3: Comparison of yellowfin growth in length (A) and length-weight relationship (B) as simulated by the
reference model in constant condition of temperature (27◦C) and food density (f = 0.925) with data from wild
yellowfin tuna of the Indian Ocean. Black circles correspond to females and grey circles to fish of indeterminate
sex. In B, the solid line represents the mean length-weight relationship and the dotted lines represent the variations
around this mean due to status of reproduction buffer (see text for details).
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Figure 4: Seasonal reproductive investment for yellowfin tuna as simulated by the reference DEB model in constant
conditions of temperature (27◦C) and food density (f = 0.925).
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Figure 5: Simulation of yellowfin tuna growth curve under a decrease in food supply (A) and a reduced energy intake
(B) in juveniles of yellowfin tuna. The black curve corresponds to the reference model and the grey circles represent
the data from wild yellowfin tuna of the Indian Ocean.
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Tables

Table 1: List of state variables and parameters used in DEB model. The parameters values for adult Pacific bluefin
tuna [PBT; 31] and yellowfin tuna (YFT) at given for a reference temperature of 25◦C.

Definition Notation Unit PBT YFT
State variables
Scaled reserve density e -
Structural length LV cm
Maturity level EH J
Reproduction buffer ER J
Primary parameters
Fraction of mobilised reserve allocated to soma κ - 0.7807 0.7807
Surface-area specific maximum assimilation rate {ṗAm} J.d−1.cm−2 4783.707 4370.394
Energy conductance v̇ cm.d−1 7.056 7.056
Volume-specific somatic maintenance rate [ṗM ] J.d−1.cm−3 17.395 17.395
Surface area-specific somatic maintenance rate {ṗT } J.d−1.cm−2 2215.415 2215.415
Volume-specific costs of structure [EG] J.cm−3 8563.387 8563.387

Maturity maintenance rate coefficient k̇J d−1 0.0612 0.0612

Maturation threshold for metamorphosis EjH J 6902.209 1368.719
Maturation threshold for end of early juvenile stage EeH J 969476 192248.7
Maturation threshold for puberty EpH J 25484395.636 5053598
Fraction of food energy fixed in reserve κX - - 0.8
Link parameters
Shape parameter for juvenile and adult stages δj - 0.2704 0.2559
Structural volume density dV g.cm−3 1 1.0821
Weight-energy coupler ρE J.g−1 7763.975 7346.034
Arrhenius temperature TA K 5298.838 4622.495
Half saturation constant Xk J.cm−3 0.0004463 -
Reproduction module parameters
Energy costs of one egg E0 J 3.75 1.295
Fraction of reproduction energy fixed in eggs κR - 0.95 0.95
Energy density of one batch [EB ] J.cm−3 - 1.794
Compounds parameters

Energy investment ration g - g = v̇[EG]
κ{ṗAm}

Structural heating length LT cm LT = {ṗT }
[ṗM ]

Maximum structural length Lm cm Lm = κ{ṗAm}
[ṗM ]

Maximum reserve density [Em] J.cm−3 [Em] = {ṗAm}
v̇
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Table 2: Dynamics of state variables in the DEB model of yellowfin tuna.

Scaled reserve density

de

dt
= (f − e) v̇

LV
D1

Structural length (cm)

dLV
dt

=


v̇

3(e+g)

(
e− LV

Lm

)
while EH < EeH

v̇
3(e+g)

(
e− LV +LT

Lm

)
from EH > EeH

D2

Maturity level (J) while EH < EpH

dEH
dt

= (1− κ)× {ṗAm}
e+ g

×
(
e

(
g +

LV + LT
Lm

))
× L2

V − k̇J × EH D3

Reproduction buffer (J) if EH > EpH :

dER
dt

=

 (1− κ)× {ṗAm}
e+g ×

(
e
(
g + LV +LT

Lm

))
× L2

V − k̇J × E
p
H − EB if a batch is released

(1− κ)× {ṗAm}
e+g ×

(
e
(
g + LV +LT

Lm

))
× L2

V − k̇J × E
p
H else

D4
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Table 3: Energy fluxes (J.d−1) used in the yellowfin tuna DEB model. All parameters are defined in Table 1.

Metabolic process Energy flux

Ingestion ṗX = {ṗXm}fL2
V =

{ṗAm}fL2
V

κX

Assimilation ṗA =
ṗX
κX

= {ṗAm}fL2
V

Mobilisation ṗC = [Em]L3
V

(
v̇

LV
+ k̇M

(
LV + LT
LV

))
eg

e+ g

Somatic maintenance ṗS = {ṗT }L2
V + [ṗM ]L3

V

Growth ṗG =
κṗC − ṗS

[EG]

Maturity maintenance ṗJ = k̇JEH

Maturation or reproduction ṗR = (1− κ)ṗC − ṗJ
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Table 4: Mean, standard deviation (Std.dev) and credibility interval of link parameters as estimated by Bayesian
inference.

Parameter Mean Std.dev
Posterior quantiles
2.5% 97.5%

δj 0.2559 0.0048 0.2455 0.2628
dV 1.0821 0.0643 1.0013 1.2337
ρE 7346.034 136.6962 7046.95 7545.025
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Table 5: Average growth rates (cm.month−1) of juvenile yellowfin tuna (10-90 cm) consecutive to a decrease in food
supply and reduced energy intake simulated through changes in the scaled functional response (f) and the surface-
area specific maximum assimilation rate ({ṗAm}) respectively. The RMSE values between the average growth rates
simulated and estimated for the wild Indian Ocean YFT by Dortel et al. [11] are indicated in parentheses.
Fork length Reference f values {ṗAm} values

(cm) model 0.8 0.825 0.85 0.875 3900 4000
]10,20] 14.86 12.90 13.29 13.69 14.08 13.30 13.64
]20,30] 4.12 (38.06%) 2.08 (22.69%) 2.55 (0.80%) 2.95 (13.49%) 3.34 (23.59%) 2.56 (0.79%) 2.91 (12.30%)
]30,40] 3.78 (37.30%) 1.73 (37.01%) 2.14 (10.76%) 2.55 (7.05%) 2.96 (19.93%) 2.15 (10.24%) 2.50 (5.19%)
]40,50] 3.56 (39.23%) 1.52 (42.32%) 1.93 (12.09%) 2.34 (7.55%) 2.75 (21.34%) 1.94 (11.51%) 2.28 (5.12%)
]50,60] 3.35 (41.53%) 1.30 (50.68%) 1.71 (14.55%) 2.12 (7.60%) 2.53 (22.58%) 1.72 (13.88%) 2.07 (5.37%)
]60,70] 3.13 (42.36%) 1.09 (65.51%) 1.50 (20.27%) 1.91 (5.55%) 2.32 (22.24%) 3.12 (42.18%) 3.13 (42.36%)
]70,80] 2.92 (16.08%) 2.87 (14.62%) 2.88 (14.91%) 2.89 (15.21%) 2.90 (15.50%) 2.92 (16.08%) 2.92 (16.08%)
]80,90] 2.70 (50.02%) 2.70 (50.02%) 2.70 (50.02%) 2.70 (50.02%) 2.70 (50.02%) 2.70 (50.02%) 2.70 (50.02%)
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